Every citizen shall have the right to participate in the democratic life of the Union. Decisions shall be taken as openly and as closely as possible to the citizen.

Treaty of the European Union (Maastricht) Article 10.3

Introduction THE END OF INTEGRATION BY STEALTH
The need for popular commitment. A bridge too far? Diagnosis and prescription. Perspective of the author.

1 THE EU SYSTEM: ACCOUNTABLE UP TO A POINT
What EU institutions represent. Horizontal accountability without vertical trust. Decision-making by consensus. Explanation is not justification.

2 FORGING AN EVER CLOSER UNION
The forward march of treaties. The depth and breadth of policies. Do Europeans want an ever closer Union?

3 A UNION OF DIVERSE PEOPLES
Enlargement across a continent. Differentiating member states. Mass reactions to Europeanization.

4 CITIZENSHIP LITE
National governments pulled two ways. Consultation with organized interests. Reaching below member states. Constituting an ever closer Union?

5 REFERENDUMS--TOO MUCH PARTICIPATION?
Circumventing Europe’s citizens. The reality of risk: Dozens of EU referendums. Who wants a referendum?
6 UNEQUAL REPRESENTATION IN THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
From fig leaf to participant in EU decisionmaking. Turning proportional representation upside down. Asymmetrical representation.

7 EUROPEAN PARTIES: INTEGRATION BEFORE REPRESENTATION

8 INTERDEPENDENCE: HOW POLICY CHANGES POLITICS
Interdependence without consensus. The globalization of Europe.

9 THE FUTURE OF EUROPE: AN EVER LOOSER UNION?
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